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a b s t r a c t
Foaming of particulate suspensions, followed by foam drying, is developed as an efficient method for production of highly porous materials with various applications. A key factor for success is the appropriate
choice of surfactants which both modify the particle surface and stabilize the foam. Here we compare the
efficiency of this method for silica suspensions containing two surfactants which lead to very different
types of foam stabilization. Cationic TTAB leads to particle-stabilized foams (Pickering stabilization)
whereas zwitterionic CAPB – to surfactant-stabilized foams. Thus we determined the general (common)
features shared between the various surfactant systems: (1) The foaminess is controlled exclusively by
the suspension viscosity under shearing conditions which mimic precisely the foaming process; (2)
The foam stability to drainage and coarsening is controlled exclusively by the suspension yield stress;
(3) The surfactant adsorption on the particle surface should occur in the time scale of seconds to minutes,
thus ensuring appropriate rheological properties of the foaming suspension. Similar kinetic effects could
be of high interest to other colloid systems and processes, e.g. for kinetic control of the internal structure
and properties of aerogels produced from sheared suspensions, and for control of the transient rheological properties and non-Newtonian flow of particulate gels.
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1. Introduction
The preparation of porous materials via direct foaming has been
of significant interest during the last years [1–16]. The historical
overview by Binner [1] reveals that there had been several
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attempts to develop such technique before the beginning of the
new millennium. First attempts were based on the preparation of
unstable surfactant-stabilized foams in the presence of particles,
followed by fast polymerization of the continuous phase to avoid
foam coarsening [2,3]. Later on, researchers started using proteins
which enabled the preparation of more stable foams. This approach
allowed better control over the porosity and morphology of the
final dry materials, as well as the use of accelerated processes for
consolidation of the porous structure [4], e.g. via convective drying.
In the meanwhile, more efficient procedures were developed for
preparation of foams, stabilized by particles with appropriately
tuned surface hydrophobicity [5,6]. This Pickering stabilization
was found to provide excellent stability of the aqueous foams with
respect to bubble coarsening, when particles with appropriate contact angle are used [5,6]. However, the procedures for particle
hydrophobization by surface chemical treatment are usually elaborated and time-consuming, which creates difficulties in the development of robust industrial methods for preparation of porous
materials by the direct foaming method.
Therefore, Gonzenbach et al. [7,8] developed a procedure for
control of the particle contact angle (hydrophobicity) via in-situ
adsorption of short-chain amphiphilic molecules with charge
opposite to that of the particle surface (e.g. short-chain amines
for silica at high pH). This procedure allowed the preparation of
ultra-stable wet foams and dry porous materials with tunable
porosity and morphology [9]. Many researchers used this approach
to prepare stable wet foams or dry materials [10–16]. Some of
them found that the foamability depends not only on the particle
contact angle, but also on the specific surfactant used [10–13],
the particle surface charge [10] and several other factors. Furthermore, the preparation of lightweight materials required not only
the preparation of voluminous foams from the particulate suspensions, but also very efficient foam stabilization to coarsening, drainage [10–16] and drying [16] to avoid the foam decay upon drying.
No clear relation has been established between the types of surfactant and particles used and the efficiency of this approach. For
example, the assumption that short-chain surfactants with opposite charge are the best option for given particle type has not been
confirmed yet as a general requirement.
In our previous study we used negatively charged silica particles in the presence of amphoteric surfactant, cocamidopropyl
betaine (CAPB) which partially adsorbed on the silica surface and
hydrophobized the particles [16]. In this mixed surfactant system,
which contains molecules with various chain-lengths, our study
showed that the longer-chain molecules adsorbed on the silica particles, whereas the shorter chain molecules remained dissolved in
the aqueous phase [16]. Such CAPB-silica mixtures exhibited very
good foamability which depended on suspension viscosity. On
the other hand, the stability of the wet foams to drainage and
coarsening was shown to depend mostly on the yield stress of
the foamed suspension. After revealing the important role of suspension rheological properties for the foaming and foam stability
of silica suspensions, we were able to control the foam properties
and to produce dry silica materials with porosity up to 94%. However, the foams films in the respective wet foams were stabilized
predominantly by surfactant adsorption layers. Therefore, upon
increasing the air volume fraction above the bubble closepacking, we observed a significant bubble Ostwald ripening and
formation of (partially) open-cell structure of the dry materials.
The bubble Ostwald ripening was the main reason we could not
obtain dry porous materials with high mechanical strength and
pores with diameter below 250 mm. According to the models of
Gibson and Ashby [17], porous materials with closed-cells should
exhibit higher mechanical strength, while bubbles with smaller
sizes are beneficial for some other properties of the dry materials,
such as their thermal insulation efficiency.
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Therefore, the major aims of the current study are (1) to prepare
particle-stabilized (Pickering) foams from silica suspensions using
a cationic surfactant TTAB, (2) to compare the foamability and the
stability of the Pickering foams to the foams stabilized via suspension gelation with CAPB, (3) to prepare dry porous materials with
small closed pores, low mass density, and high mechanical
strength, and (4) to compare the results for the compressive
strength and thermal conductivity of the materials, prepared via
bulk gelation and Pickering stabilization. The obtained results
clearly show that it is more difficult to obtain dry materials with
required porosity when using cationic surfactant and Pickering stabilization but, when successful, this approach leads to materials
with better mechanical and thermo-insulation properties in the
range of low mass density of the porous materials (below ca.
150 kg/m3).
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
We used amorphous precipitated silica particles (Tixosil 365,
Rhodia) with silica concentration in the batch powder 87.5%.
The commercial powder contained additional 11.0 wt% moisture
and 1.5 wt% soluble salts. According to manufacturer specifications, the specific surface area of the particles, A, is 150 ± 10 m2/
g, the mean agglomerate diameter is d32  3.5 lm, and the mass
density of the silica is 2100 kg/m3. For the modification of particle
surface, we used tetradecyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (TTAB),
product of Sigma with 99% purity. Deionized water from Elix 3
module (Millipore) was used for preparation of all solutions and
suspensions. Analytical grade NaOH (Sigma–Aldrich) was used
for adjusting the pH.
2.2. Suspension preparation
We prepared initial silica suspensions, containing 21.1 wt% silica and with pH = 8.5 using the following procedure:
97 g Tixosil was weighted in a polyethylene jar and 291 g
deionized water was added. The suspension was homogenized
for 2 h with a pulse sonicator (SKL-650W, Syclon), equipped with
a 3 mm in diameter sonotrode, set at power output of 450 W and
pulses of 1 s, separated by 0.5 s off-periods. Next, the suspension
pH was adjusted to 8.5 to increase the surface charge of the silica
particles. At this pH the particles had maximum surface charge,
without starting to dissolve [18]. For this purpose, we added
11.94 g of 2 M NaOH solution and further homogenized the suspension with ultrasound for 60 min. Surfactant was added just
before foaming to reduce the effect of the (gradual) suspension gelling on foaming, see Section 3.4. More diluted suspensions, down
to 14 wt% silica, were prepared by dilution of the initial silica suspension with water before addition of the TTAB solution.
Surfactant-to-particle ratio in the studied suspensions was
expressed in terms of particle surface coverage by TTAB molecules:

h¼

100 C S
½%
C P ACmax

ð1Þ

where A  150 m2/g is the specific surface area of the particles, CS is
the surfactant concentration in the suspension in wt.%, and CP is the
particle concentration in the suspension in wt% [18]. Maximum
adsorption, Umax  1.7 ± 0.1 mg/m2, was determined for TTAB dense
monolayers on silica surface at pH 8.5 [18]. As shown in Section S1
in ESI, around 98% of the added TTAB is adsorbed on the particle
surface in the suspensions, unless very high TTAB concentrations
are used (ca. several wt% which corresponds to h > 50%). Therefore,
we use below h as a convenient measure of the TTAB concentration,
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expressed as the maximum possible (and very close to the real one)
surface coverage of the silica particles by the available surfactant.

10 °C, the air pressure was 1 bar, and DT was 20 K). The precision
of the measurements was estimated to be ±5%.

2.3. Foam generation, foam stability and preparation of porous
materials

3. Experimental results

A total of 400 g suspension + TTAB solution were premixed for
2 min in a planetary mixer, model Chef Premier KMC 560,
1000 W (Kenwood), at a minimum speed (i.e. level 1 at the switch
for speed control of the mixer). The suspension was then foamed
for 10 min at third or seventh speed level of the mixer and the
foam volume was recorded with time. Afterwards, the air volume
fraction was determined independently via gravimetric
measurement.
To prepare dry porous materials, we placed 114 mL of the produced wet foam in cylindrical Teflon molds (diameter 8.5 cm and
height 2 cm) and monitored for several days the foam stability
upon storage and drying at ambient temperature, 28 ± 5 °C, and
humidity 30–45%.
Foam films and bubble Ostwald ripening were observed within
4 h, at the top of the wet foam, in reflected light, using optical
microscope, Axioplan (Zeiss, Germany), equipped with longdistance objectives Zeiss Epiplan 50/0.40 and EC Plan-Neofluar
2.5/0.075.
The mean pore size in the final dry porous material was determined by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). A small piece, ca.
5 mm in size, was taken from the middle of the sample and coated
with Au/Pd alloy via low-vacuum sputter coating and imaged on
SEM instrument TESCAN LYRA3 GM (Czech Republic).
2.4. Suspension rheology
The rheological properties of the suspensions were characterized by Gemini rotational rheometer (Malvern Instuments, UK) at
25 °C. We used parallel plates geometry with 20 mm radius and
500 lm gap. The plates were covered with sandpaper (P 1500,
app. 12 lm grain size) to avoid wall-slip.
To mimic the suspension properties during foaming, we measured the viscosity in the following way: 25 g silica suspension in
water was sonicated for 5 min at 400 W, cooled down to room
temperature and TTAB was added. The suspension was stirred for
30 s with the surfactant and immediately afterwards placed in
the rheometer. Viscosity was recorded as a function of time for a
period of 2000 s (at different shear rates, applied to separate
samples).
2.5. Mechanical strength
Tests for the mechanical properties of the dry porous materials
were performed via Universal testing machine Tira GmbH Tiratest
2300, according to standard ISO 844:2009. The stress was measured with accuracy of ±1%, as a function of sample deformation
(rates varied between 0.5 and 5 mm/min). The solid samples had
size between 50 and 70 mm in diameter and around 1.5–2.0 cm
in height. The crushing stress of these materials was determined
either from the brittle crushing plateau of the stress-strain curves
(see ESI Fig. S2) or from the maximum in the stress below 10%
deformation (brittle failure). All measurements were performed
at ambient conditions: 20 °C and 45 ± 10% rel. humidity.
2.6. Thermal conductivity
The heat conductivity of the dry porous materials was measured with HFM 436 series flowmeter (NetzschTM) according to
standards ASTM C518 and ISO 8301 (the flowmeter was set at

In Sections 3.1–3.3 we present results about the preparation of
the wet foams and their stability. In Section 3.4 we discuss the
effect of suspension viscosity on the suspension foamability. In
Sections 3.5 and 3.6 we illustrate the effect of the stabilizing mechanism of the wet foam on the mechanical and thermal properties of
the final dry porous materials.
3.1. Effect of TTAB surface coverage on the foaminess of 15.7 wt% silica
suspensions
The kinetics of air entrapment (foam formation) was studied
first with 15.7 wt% silica suspensions, at different TTAB concentrations in the suspension. The concentration was varied in a range
which would ensure TTAB coverage of the silica particles between
0.2 and 13.5%, corresponding to the range from 4 to 230 mg/m2,
upon the assumption that all surfactant molecules in the suspension are adsorbed on the particle surface. Two speeds of the planetary mixer were applied during the foaming stage in these
experiments: 45 s1 and 100 s1. The speeds were estimated using
the model of Chesterton at al. [19].
The experimental results presented in Fig. 1A and B show that
no foam was formed while stirring a silica suspension without
TTAB. The original silica particles were too hydrophilic and could
not stabilize the trapped air bubbles.
In the presence of TTAB, the process of air entrapment included
two well defined regions: In the first region, the quantity of
trapped air rapidly increased up to a given volume which remained
constant upon the subsequent shearing of the system (second plateau region). To characterize the rate of air entrapment during the
first region, we calculated the increase of the air volume fraction
with time, dU/dt, in the initial period in which U increases linearly.
The respective data are plotted in Fig. 1C, as determined for both
shear rates of the planetary mixer studied, 45 s1 and 100 s1 (cf.
with Fig. 1A and B). To characterize the plateau region, we plot
the final air volume fraction, as a function of h, Fig. 1D. Both the
rate of air entrapment, dU/dt, and the air volume fraction in the
plateau region, UPL, pass through a maximum, as a function of
TTAB coverage, h. The peak was observed at h  1.6% (viz. at very
low surface coverage) for both shear rates. Both UPL and dU/dt
increased with the mixing rate, as expected.
Data showed also that very low TTAB coverage of the particles,
e.g. h = 0.6%, caused a significant increase of UPL from zero (no
TTAB) to U = 0.60 at 100 s1. Data from Petit et al. [20] showed that
the contact angle of silica particles should be around 30–35° at
such low surface coverage, which seems to be sufficient to ensure
particle adsorption on the bubbles surface and to prevent bubble
coalescence during shear (see Section 3.3 for further explanations).
The increase of h from 1.6 to 6.8% reduces the volume of trapped air
at both shear rates, which is explained with the increased suspension viscosity, as shown in Section 3.4.
3.2. Effect of particle concentration on the foam formation and
stability
In this section we summarize the main results from the systematic experiments, aimed to clarify the effects of particle and TTAB
concentrations on the foam formation and foam stability. As shown
in Section 3.1, the original silica particles are too hydrophilic to stabilize the bubbles. Once TTAB is added to ensure a surface coverage
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Fig. 1. Kinetics of air entrapment in a planetary mixer for suspensions containing 15.7 wt% silica particles and surfactant corresponding to TTAB coverage of the silica
particles, h [%], as indicated in the figures. Experiments were performed at (A) 45 s1 and (B) 100 s1. (C) Rate of air volume fraction increase, dU/dt, and (D) Air volume
fraction in the plateau region, UPL, as a function of h, at 45 s1 (green squares) and 100 s1 (red circles). Blue vertical dashed line in (D) shows the minimum TTAB coverage for
formation of stable wet foams which can be dried to produce stable porous materials. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

of h > 0.2%, we observed two different regions with respect to suspension foamability and foam stability (Fig. 2A):
Region 1 spanned from h = 0.2% to 6.8% for Cp = 15.7 wt%, and
between 0.3 and 2.4% for Cp = 20 wt%. In this region, the suspension
foamability was reasonably good and the bubble volume fraction,
UPL, in the foams formed after long foaming time was between

0.35 and 0.85. This region is of primary interest to our study, as
the formed foam precursor could be dried to produce a dry porous
material.
Region 2 was a vast region, observed between 3% and 71% TTAB
coverage, at CP  20 wt%. Suspensions with composition in this
region have very high viscosity and negligible foamability,

Fig. 2. (A) Foaming and stability diagram, depending on TTAB coverage of the silica, h, and the particle concentration, Cp. Reasonably good foamability (0.35 < UPL < 0.85) was
observed in Region 1 and decreased foamability in Region 2 (UPL < 0.35). (B-C) Dried wetting films and the respective porous materials, prepared from suspensions containing
15.7 wt% silica at (B) 2.2% TTAB coverage or (C) 6.8% TTAB coverage. Color coding shows the regions of foaming and stability in (A). Scale is 20 mm in (B) and (C).
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UPL < 35%. Significant particle aggregation occurred in these suspensions, observed even with naked eye.
With respect to foam stability to liquid drainage, Ostwald ripening and drying, we found that Region 1 was divided into 3 subregions: 1UD: Foams, which are unstable to drainage; 1S – Foams,
which are stable to drainage, Ostwald ripening and drying; 1UC –
foams, which were stable to drainage and ripening, but cracked
upon drying. More detailed description of these sub-regions
follow:
Region 1UD. This region appeared between h = 0.2% and 1.6%
TTAB at 15.7 wt% silica particles, and between 0.3% and 1.0% at
20.3 wt% silica. All foams in this region had UPL > 0.55. During storage, the liquid phase partially drained from the foams and the air in
the remaining foam increased up to 85 ± 5 vol%. After the initial
water drainage, these foams seemed stable to further coarsening.
However, these foams were inappropriate for preparation of porous materials, because they tended to crack upon drying, due to
the inhomogeneous water distribution in the drying sample.
Region 1S. This region appeared between 1.6% and 4.7% TTAB
coverage at 15.7 wt% silica, and between 1.0% and 2.2% at 20.3 wt
% silica in the suspension. UPL was between 60 and 83 vol%,
depending on the surfactant and particle concentrations in the suspension. At h  1.8%, UPL decreased from 77% to 68%, as CP
increased from 15.8 to 20.3 wt%. Similar decrease of UPL with the
increase of CP was observed at h  3.5%. Generally, the increase of
surfactant and/or particle concentration led to a decrease of UPL
in this region. The dry materials from Region 1S contained no visible cracks. This region allowed us to prepare very lightweight
materials with porosity up to 96.2% or 80 kg/m3 density (from
14 wt% silica suspensions with very low viscosity). Illustrative porous material, obtained in this region is shown in Fig. 3A and in the
SEM micrograph in Fig. 3B. The pore diameter was typically smaller than 200 lm in these samples and the cells had closed
structure.
Region 1UC. Here the suspension foamability decreased steeply
and UPL decreased down to 0.35 - see the red squares in Fig. 2A.
The foams formed in this region were stable to liquid drainage
and bubble coarsening, but unstable upon drying. The high presence of large particle agglomerates, like those shown in Fig. 2C,
caused the formation of cracks in the drying materials, due to inhomogeneous distribution of water and of the respective capillary
stresses during drying [21].
Although not shown here, we observed a region with much
higher foamability at h > 75%, see Fig. S4 in ESI. The foams in this

(A)

region were stabilized by surfactant adsorption layers and suffered
from severe bubble Ostwald ripening. No stable porous materials
could be obtained from these foams.

3.3. Mechanisms of stabilization of the wet foams in the presence of
TTAB and CAPB
As discussed above and studied in more detail in Ref. [16], the
original silica particles are too hydrophilic and do not adsorb on
the surface of the foam films. Illustrative image of the foam film,
prepared from suspension of silica particles without any surfactant
added, is presented in Fig. 4A, just before the film ruptures (these
foam films were formed and observed in a capillary cell [22]). This
film has a thickness of 30 nm, i.e. smaller than the size of the silica particles. Therefore, the film contains no particles at this stage
of its thinning. Without being stabilized by particles or surfactant,
this film ruptured within several seconds after it was captured in
the image shown in Fig. 4A.
Upon addition of TTAB to h = 1.1%, the contact angle of the silica
particles increases [20] and they adsorb on the bubble surface, as
illustrated both experimentally and schematically in Fig. 4B. This
particle (Pickering) stabilization prevented the bubble coalescence
and completely arrested the bubble Ostwald ripening (e.g. Fig. 5A).
However, under these conditions the suspension drainage from the
foam was not eliminated. To prevent drainage, we needed to
induce stronger attraction between the silica particles, as schematically drawn in Fig. 4C, to provide a sufficiently high yield stress of
the suspension. Indeed, upon increase of TTAB coverage to h = 1.6%
(for 15.7 wt% silica), the suspensions acquired a yield stress and
behaved as a Bingham fluid (see ESI for more detailed explanations). Experimentally, we measured a yield stress of 4 Pa to be
the threshold value preventing drainage for 250–300 lm bubbles,
as observed in these systems, Fig. 4. This value is in excellent
agreement with our results for CAPB-silica suspensions, where
we explained that the yield stress required to prevent drainage is
sYD  Dqgd [16,23 and ESI], where Dq is the mass density difference between bubbles and the suspension, g is gravity acceleration,
and d is the bubble diameter.
Thus we see that the foams are stabilized to drainage by the
same mechanism, suspension gelling until the yield stress becomes
sYD  Dqgd; for both types of suspension: silica + CAPB and silica
+ TTAB.
The Ostwald ripening in silica + TTAB foams was completely
arrested (Fig. 5A) whenever particles adsorbed on the interface
(Fig. 4B-C). This result is explained by the combination of two com-

(B)

15 cm

Fig. 3. (A) Illustrative images of porous material with q = 120 kg/m3, prepared from a suspension with compositions falling in Region 1S, 15.7 wt% particles and 2.2% TTAB
surface coverage. (B) SEM micrograph of the material in (A).
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Fig. 4. Microscopic images of foams/foam films, including their schematic presentations. (A) Hydrophilic silica particles form unstable foam films; (B) Region 1U – films
stabilized by TTAB-modified particles. Insufficient yield stress and large size of the bubbles cause liquid drainage from the foam; (C) Region 1S – TTAB-modified particles
adsorb on the surface of the foam film and form weakly aggregated particle network in the bulk suspension; (D) Films stabilized by surfactant (no particles inside the foam
films) in the presence of TTAB of large excess, while the particles form a gel in the nodes and in the Plateau channels of the foam. The foam films appear as black areas, because
they reflect and scatter very little light, as compared to the particles. Scales: (A) 100 mm and (B-D) 50 mm.

plementary mechanisms. First, the particle-stabilized foam films
are much thicker and, hence, the gas transfer across them is much
slower, as the rate of gas transfer is proportional to the inverse of
the film thickness [24]. Second, the particles are able to assemble
in a jammed armoring coat on the bubble surface, thus creating a
mechanical resistance to the bubble surface shrinkage (and possibly expansion) [25–27]. In addition, the gradual gelling of the bulk
suspension further reinforces mechanically the obtained complex
three-phase structure (air-silica-water) which can be afterwards
dried to obtain final porous material of high quality [16].
In contrast, in silica + CAPB foams (Fig. 5B) we always observed
relatively fast Ostwald ripening of the bubbles during the first several minutes, up to 1 h. The bubble coarsening rates in CAPB + silica
foams were comparable to those of surfactant-stabilized foams
[24] which is not surprising, as the films in these foams are stabilized predominantly by surfactant molecules [16]. On the other
hand, the yield stress of the CAPB + silica foams increased with
time, due to particle aggregation, and the suspensions gradually
gelled. As a result, the bubble Ostwald ripening gradually slowed
down and eventually stopped completely [16].
Thus we see that different mechanisms are operative to suppress the bubble Ostwald ripening in these foams and those involv-

ing particle-assisted film and bubble stabilization are more
efficient.
3.4. Viscosity of TTAB-silica suspensions and its effect on suspension
foaminess
In our previous study of CAPB + silica system, we showed that
the suspension foaminess depends primarily on the suspension
viscosity under the conditions during foaming (e.g. same shear
rate). In this section we check how relevant the CAPB-silica viscosity relation is to silica + TTAB suspensions. We measured the viscosity of silica + TTAB suspensions, using the procedure described
in Section 2.4, which is designed to mimic the conditions during
foaming as closely as possible.
The results for the time dependence of the viscosity for suspensions containing 15.7 wt% particles, at different surfactant concentrations (expressed as surface coverage, h) are shown in Fig. 6. The
silica suspensions with composition corresponding to Region 1UD
behaved as Newtonian fluids - the viscosity of these suspensions
did not depend on the shear rate and on the time of shearing
(the two black curves in Fig. 6A). The viscosities of the suspensions
without TTAB and at h = 0.2% were both 4.5 mPa s. The viscosity
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0 min

30 min

After drying

(A)
15.7% silica
TTAB

200 µm

200 µm

1000 µm

200 µm

200 µm

1000 µm

(B)
17.9% silica
0.7 wt. %
CAPB

Fig. 5. Microscope images of bubbles in foams, immediately after their preparation and after 30 min, and SEM micrographs of the materials obtained after drying of these
foams.

Fig. 6. Apparent viscosity as a function of time, for 15.7 wt% silica suspension (A) at shear rate of 100 s1, as a function of TTAB surface coverage of the particles, h [%]. Color
coding in the figure indicates the foaming regions, as in Fig. 2. (B) 15.7 wt% silica with 2.2% TTAB coverage, at different shear rates.

of the suspension with h = 1.1% (corresponding to the boundary
between Regions 1U and 1S) was 10 mPa s in the first 1000 s
and slowly increased afterwards (data not shown). The foams prepared from the suspensions with this coverage had air volume fraction UPL  60 ± 10 vol%. However, these foams were unstable due
to liquid drainage, related to the low yield stress of the suspension
(see Section 3 in ESI) and the relatively large size of the bubbles,
Fig. 4B.
The suspensions with composition in Region 1S showed more
complex dependence g(t), see the blue curves in Fig. 6A. For all
suspensions with h between 2.2% and 4.5%, three well defined
regions were observed: induction period in which g increased by
less than 20%; fast increase of the viscosity by several times; and
reaching an almost constant value.
The induction period was very important for the foam generation, because the suspension viscosity was still relatively low and
the air entrapment was easy. Note that the foaming period in our
experiments, during which the foam volume increases upon mixing, was usually shorter or comparable to the duration of the
induction period in the respective curve g(t), see the dashed verti-

cal line in Fig. 6A. After this induction period, the viscosity
increased by >5 times for a short period of time and, afterwards,
remained constant. The time for reaching this ‘‘plateau” viscosity
was shorter at higher TTAB concentrations and upon faster mixing
(see Fig. 6A and B).
The suspensions falling in Region 1UC by composition, where
the foamability was low or negligible, had noticeably different
dependence g(t), compared to those in Region 1S, see Fig. 6A.
Induction period was not observed and the viscosity was much
higher at the beginning of the rheological measurement/foaming,
usually >100 mPa s. In most cases, we observed that the viscosity
of these suspensions passed through a maximum and afterwards,
decreased at longer times. The latter trend was considered as a sign
of extensive particle aggregation and was found experimentally to
be related to the formation of cracks in the respective drying
foams.
Suspensions with composition corresponding to Region 2 (e.g.,
13.5% TTAB coverage at Cp = 15.7 wt%) had shorter induction period than those in Region 1 – this period ended during the initial
period of homogenization of the particle-surfactant mixture,
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before foaming. The rheological properties of these samples could
not be measured, because their apparent viscosity was well above
10 Pa s, immediately after loading these samples in the rheometer.
This very high suspension viscosity led to difficult or even impossible air entrapment in the foaming stage.
From all these experiments we can conclude that the appropriate time-scale for foam formation from suspensions falling in
region 1S coincides with the induction period, in which the suspension viscosity is still low and the air is easily trapped during
stirring. In contrast, the subsequent plateau region in the curve g
(t) is associated with high suspension viscosity and, as a result,
the used foaming device is unable to trap sufficient air volume.
To check further this hypothesis we performed experiments in
which TTAB was introduced in the suspension much earlier with
respect to the start of the foaming stage. When we tried to trap
air in this ‘‘aged” suspensions, containing 15.7 wt% particles and
6.8% TTAB coverage, we found that only  40 vol% air could be
trapped after 10 min of mixing, whereas the suspension with the
same composition gave foam with UPL  70% in a regular
experiment.
Therefore, to explain the suspension foaminess we should
determine the suspension viscosity at the appropriate shear rate
and aging time: Namely, at 30 ± 10 s for the higher shear rate
(shown as dashed line in Fig. 6) and at 100 ± 25 s for the lower
shear rate, after adding the surfactant into the silica suspension
(see Fig. 1A and B). These aging times were used to extract data
from the rheological curves g(t) of the various suspensions.
In Fig. 7 we plot the air volume fraction in the plateau region,
UPL, as a function of the suspension viscosity, for the two shear
rates used in the foaming experiments. One sees that all experimental data fall around a single (master) empirical curve,
described by a power-law:

UPL  0:34g0:17

ð2Þ

where g is measured in mPa s and UPL is dimensionless (varying
between 0 and 1).
We compared the results obtained in this work to those
obtained in Ref. [16] with silica + CAPB suspensions. The trend
observed for Pickering foams, formed with TTAB, was qualitatively
similar (lower foaminess at higher viscosity) but quantitatively
rather different. The suspension foaminess was much lower, compared to CAPB + silica suspensions, in which the foam films were
stabilized by surfactant molecules, not by particles. Therefore,
the mechanism of foam stabilization (by surfactant or by particles)
plays a significant role on the foaminess – less foam is produced, at

Fig. 7. Master curves and comparison of the air volume fraction UPL, as a function of
the viscosity of the suspension, used for foam formation. Lower (black) curve
illustrates the results for Pickering-stabilized foams (TTAB), while the dashed line
represents the case of mixed surfactant + particles stabilization (CAPB and large
excess of TTAB).
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the same suspension viscosity and otherwise similar conditions,
with particle-stabilized bubbles.
To confirm the latter conclusion, we performed additional
experiments in a large excess of free (unabsorbed) TTAB. For this
purpose 5 wt% of TTAB was added to the silica suspension. The
foaminess of this TTAB-containing suspension was boosted very
significantly by the free surfactant present, which hydrophilized
the silica particles and displaced them from the bubble surfaces.
Furthermore, the foaminess in excess of TTAB was very close to
the one of the CAPB-containing suspension with the same viscosity. Thus we have confirmed that the main difference between
the two curves, shown in Fig. 7 for particle-stabilized and
surfactant-stabilized foams, does not originate in the specific
chemistry of the used surfactants but in the different mechanisms
of foam stabilization.
A possible explanation of the reduced foaminess in the absence
of free surfactant is that we increase the surface friction and, thus,
we suppress very significantly the surface deformability when particles are adsorbed on the air-water interface [28,29]. Experimental
confirmation of the reduced foamability in a planetary mixer upon
increasing the surface viscoelasticity of the surfactant solutions
was reported in Ref. [30]. Another possible explanation is that
the particles are less efficient to stabilize the bubbles and they coalesce during foaming, due to the slower particle adsorption (as
compared to surfactants) in the sheared foams [26]. Probably, both
effects play a role in the observed lower foaminess of particlestabilized foams.
3.5. Mechanical strength of the porous materials
To check whether the Pickering stabilization of foams provides
higher mechanical strength of the final porous materials, we prepared wet foams with different bubble volume fractions. Upon drying, these foams produce porous materials with mass density
proportional to the suspension fraction in the precursor wet foam,
as predicted by our model [21]: q = 474(1  U), where q is the
mass density of the porous material [kg/m3], 474 kg/m3 is the mass
density of the closed-packed particles in a dried suspension and U
is the bubble volume fraction in the wet foam. More detailed information about the relations between the properties of the wet foam
pre-cursor and the properties of the dry foam materials are presented in Ref. [21] along with the respective mechanistic explanations and theoretical model.
We measured the mechanical strength of the dried (nonsintered) porous materials using the procedure in Section 2.5
(see Section S2 in ESI for more details). These results are shown

Fig. 8. Mechanical strength of the porous ceramic materials, as a function of their
mass density. Red circles represent the Pickering foams, produced with TTAB, while
the blue squares correspond to foams produced with CAPB, using the procedure
from Ref. [16].
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Fig. 9. Thermal conductivity of porous materials, as a function of their mass
density. Red circles represent materials prepared via Pickering stabilization, while
blue rectangles correspond to foams produced with CAPB, using the procedure from
Ref. [16]. Landauer dependence (dashed curve) is calculated using 1400 mW/(K m)
as a thermal conductivity of the bulk silica, 26 mW/(K m) for air and using Eq. (11)
from Ref. [31].

in Fig. 8, as a function of the mass density of the dry porous materials. As expected, the mechanical strength of the materials followed power-law dependence and decreased with increasing of
porosity. The strength of the materials, prepared in presence of
TTAB was slightly higher than that of CAPB foams of the same mass
density. However, considering the margin of the experimental
error, this effect was non-negligible only at bubble volume fractions higher than close-packing, ca. U  0.70 (viz. at q < 150 kg/
m3), where the CAPB foams were less stable during drying, due
to the high rates of bubble Ostwald ripening in the wet foam precursor, e.g. Fig. 5B. Thus we see that an important advantage of the
Pickering foams is that they are much more stable in the range of
very high porosity, when the mass density of the final dry materials becomes below ca. 200 kg/m3.
3.6. Thermal conductivity of the porous materials
Finally, we measured the thermal conductivity of the dry porous materials using the procedure from Section 2.6. Fig. 9 shows
the thermal conductivity, as a function of the mass density of the
materials. In general, the thermal conductivity decreased with
the increase of air content in the porous materials. The materials
obtained from TTAB-containing suspensions followed a Landauer
dependence [31], taking 1400 mW/(K m) as bulk conductivity of
the silica, Eq. (9) in Ref. [32].
The materials obtained from CAPB-containing suspensions had
a higher conductivity by 3–5 mW/(K m) on average, when compared to TTAB samples. Since the CAPB foams did not contain large
cracks at the densities studied, 130 kg/m3 or higher, the higher
thermal conductivity was attributed to the larger pores inside
the CAPB foams (due to the extensive bubble Ostwald ripening).
Indeed, it is known that the radiative component of the thermal
conductivity is directly proportional to the pore size [33]. Thus
we conclude that the Pickering foams have the important advantage of providing much smaller pores, even at a very high porosity
of 90–95% voids in the dry material, due to the suppression of the
bubble Ostwald ripening in the respective wet foam precursors.
4. Conclusions
In previous studies [6–9,16] several research groups showed
that dry porous materials could be produced by foaming of suspensions, containing colloid particles and appropriate surfactants,

followed by drying of the produced foams. Various combinations
of particles and surfactants were successfully tested and explanations about the role of surfactant head-group were reported [7,8].
It was shown [16,34] that various processes could reduce the stability of the wet foam precursors, thus hampering the formation
of stable porous materials. Still, the link between the main properties of the foamed suspensions, on one side, and the properties of
the formed foams and porous materials, on the other side, has
remained elusive, due to the complexity of the systems and processes involved.
In this study we compare the process of wet foam formation,
the stability of the produced foams and some of the main properties of the final porous materials for concentrated silica suspensions, containing either the cationic surfactant TTAB or the
zwitterionic surfactant CAPB. These two surfactants lead to very
different foam types, particle-stabilized and surfactant-stabilized
respectively, with a significant impact on the properties of the produced foams and of the final materials. Thus we could distinguish
clearly between the general (common) features shared between
various surfactant systems and those which are specific for a given
surfactant.
The most important general (common) trends for both types of
systems are:
(1) The suspension foaminess is controlled exclusively by the
suspension viscosity under the shearing conditions which
mimic closely the actual foaming process, viz. measured at
the relevant (i) shear rate and (ii) aging time after mixing
the surfactant and particles;
(2) The foam stability to drainage and coarsening is controlled
exclusively by the suspension yield stress. Both the suspension viscosity and yield stress are governed by the particleparticle interactions in the suspensions which, in their turn,
are affected by the surfactant adsorption on the particle
surface;
(3) There are major kinetic effects of surfactant adsorption on
the particle surface, within a time scale of seconds and minutes, which result in respective changes of the suspension
rheological properties. Understanding and controlling these
kinetic effects is crucial to ensure the required foaminess
and foam stability in each particular system;
(4) There are general relations between the bubble size and
mass density of the wet foam pre-cursor and the respective
pore size and mass density of the dry foam materials, as
explained in [21].
The most important surfactant-specific differences are the
following:
(5) The foaminess of the suspensions leading to Pickering stabilization is much lower at the same suspension viscosity, as
compared to suspensions leading to surfactant-stabilized
foams. This difference emphasizes the important role of surface viscoelasticity – the much higher surface viscoelasticity,
created by the particle adsorption layers [35,36], enhances
the foam stability but reduces strongly the foaminess of
the respective suspensions.
(6) Bubble Ostwald ripening in the wet foams is arrested completely by the particle (Pickering) stabilization only. The
mechanism of bulk suspension gelation with CAPB showed
significant bubble Ostwald ripening in the first few minutes
after foaming, with a negative effect on the bubble size and
on the stability of the drying foams. The attempt to block the
Ostwald ripening in gelling systems results in low foaminess
of the suspension.
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(7) The stability of particle-stabilized (Pickering) foams is much
better which allowed us to obtain dry porous materials with
lower mass density, higher mechanical strength and lower
thermal conductivity (despite the lower foaminess of these
suspensions). These beneficial properties are related to the
closed cell structure and the more homogeneous pore size
distribution inside the materials.
All these conclusions may serve as a solid basis for the design of
future experimental and theoretical studies in this area. For example, the kinetics of the particle hydrophobization and the related
suspension rheological properties can be finely controlled by
appropriate selection of the surfactant concentration and chainlength, including the use of mixtures with different chainlengths. Furthermore, the observed kinetic effects of surfactant
adsorption on particle surface could be of high interest to other
colloid systems and processes, such as the kinetic control of
particle-particle interactions in suspensions, the possibilities for
kinetic control of the internal structure and properties of aerogels
produced from such suspensions, control of the transient nonNewtonian flow of particulate gels, etc.
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